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COPERIES is a French Single Malt whisky made in an unique distillery.

It was born from a centuries-old know-how of the crafting of the most

prestigious French brandy. First the distillation is doubly run in Charentais

copper pot stills, giving a round and elegant malt distillate. Then the aging

is made in French oak barrels, balancing new and old casks, for subtle

spicy notes and silky tannins. The result is a floral and fruity whisky of an

unequalled finesse.

COPERIES is a very old word for “harvest” in the local dialect. Hence its

identity is purely French, and even more specifically “Charentais”. The

barley is grown, malted and brewed in France, then distilled and aged at

Distillerie Merlet & Fils.
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AMERISSE is a bitter aperitif made from blackcurrant, bitter

plants and various fruits.

It is produced by Distillerie Merlet & Fils, internationally known

for its famous Crème de Cassis de Saintonge, for which berries

are grown locally. With AMERISSE, the family company sought

to sublimate this fruit by combining it with several bitter plants

such as gentian, angelica, sagebrush and rhubarb to back its

natural astringency, and then with other berries and citruses

that enhance its fruity flavours and complexity.

a m e r i s s e b i t t e r



Papa Legba combines an aged 

rum with natural extracts of 

banana, vanilla and coconut. It is 

a voluptuous drink, with delicious 

aromas of sugar cane and subtle 

notes of spices and exotic fruits.



NUAGE gin is the 

tempestuous face of 

Nephele, the Greek 

nymphs of clouds and 

rain. It combines both the 

roundness of their 

voluptuousness and the 

electric character of a 

stormy night. The 

balance is perfect 

between its ingredients, 

including subtle juniper, 

floral blackcurrant bud, 

spicy coriander and fresh 

mandarin.

NUAGE vodka is a 

tribute to the Nephelae, 

Greek nymphs of clouds 

and rain. Its roundness 

and smoothness remind 

their voluptuousness of 

which they water the 

Earth. Made from 100% 

French grain, NUAGE is 

distilled and filtered to 

absolute purity.



EZILI Blanc is an unaged rum, essentially 

molasses, with a small part of cane juice rum. The 

result is a nice balance between fruity notes of 

banana and coconut, and a vegetal touch in the 

background.

EZILI Gold is a marriage between young and aged 

rums, mainly molasses. Thus, the exotic fruit notes 

of the young rums mingle with those of spices and 

vanilla of the older rums.

EZILI XO is a marriage between different old

rums, mainly molasses, aged for several years in 

barrels. It is a greedy rum, very round and pleasant 

to taste pure. The exotic aromas of the sugar cane 

melt with the notes of vanilla, cinnamon and crème 

brulée of the barrels.



Liqueurs & cognacs



Merlet Fruit Liqueurs

Crème de Cassis de Saintonge, 20% alc.  

Crème de Pêche de Vigne, 18% alc.

Crème de Framboise, 18% alc.  

Crème de Poire William, 18% alc.  

Crème de Mûre, 18% alc.

Crème de Melon Charentais, 18% alc.  

Crème de Fraise des Bois, 18% alc.

Today, the Merlet family produces a range of different fruit liqueurs. 

Blackcurrants are directly grown by the Merlet family, and all other fruits sourcing is strictly controlled, so only 

the best quality is used to be macerated in superfine spirit, and naturally extract all the flavours.



Merlet Cognac

BrothersBlend
The Merlet family has been elaborating cognac for merchant houses since 1850. 

Five generations and over 160 years of experience as distillers have led the 

family to produce under their own name. Pierre and Luc joined their father in the 

business in 2006 and 2008, they decided with him to start working on their own 

bottled cognac as well. This is to pay homage to this first collaboration father 

and sons that they gave the name of Brothers Blend to it. 

Brothers Blend is an elegant and fruit forward type of cognac, with soft and light 

wood notes, due to the ageing in mostly old barrels. It is made of a blend of 

eaux-de-vie of minimum 4 years old, up to 10 years old, mostly from the Fins 

Bois cru, with about one fifth of Grande Champagne and Petite Champagne.

The delicate profile of Brothers Blend makes it a very versatile cognac, very 

approachable for sipping, and well as a very good mixing base for cocktails. 



Cognac Merlet

Sélection Saint Sauvantn°2
Each bottling of Selection Saint-

Sauvant is a small batch 

blended and bottled in limited 

quantities at one time. 

Throughout the collection of the 

different “assemblages” 

(blends), the three Merlet make 

from their cellars a unique 

selection of eaux-de-vie of their 

best qualities and at their 

ageing optimum, all of them 

above 10 years old, and a good 

proportion over 20 years old. 



Cognac Merlet

XO

Round, warm and elegant, Merlet XO cognac is the quintessential classic for lovers of fine old 

eaux-de-vie.

Merlet XO cognac is made with grapes from various growing areas of the appellation. The Fins 

Bois cru represents a bit less than half of the blend, Petite Champagne or Grande Champagne 

counts also for about a half, and other crus can also be included in the blend, depending on the 

batch. Its fruity and complex aromatic range is distinctively Merlet. 



Cognac Merlet

VSOP

Merlet VSOP cognac is a blend of eaux-de-vie from four to five years or 

older, from different regions of the cognac appellation, ensuring the 

consistency of its quality. The blend for Merlet VSOP is mostly 

elaborated from cognacs of the “Fins Bois” region, famous for their 

fruity aromas and their ability to come to maturity quickly when aged in 

barrels. The complexity is brought by an addition of cognacs of the 

“Petite Champagne” region. 



Cognac Merlet

VS

Eaux-de-vie from two to three years or older, from 

different regions of the cognac appellation, ensuring 

the consistency of its quality. The blend for Merlet VS 

mostly includes crus from the “Fins Bois” and “Bons 

Bois” regions. These bring freshness and lightness to 

the cognac. Depending on the blends, other crus 

distilled by the Merlet family may come into the final 

product. 



Merlet

Luned'Abricot

Lune d’Abricot is the revival of a traditional liqueur, 

the Apricot Brandy, by the Merlet family. Apricots are 

carefully selected from associate growers and 

producers in the Roussillon area, in France. A 

traditional maceration method, in pure alcohol, allows 

every touch of flavour to be captured from the fruit. 

The resulting infusion is blended with extracts of 

Apricot kernels and with Cognac, distilled by the 

Merlet family. Lune d’Abricot delivers an intensity of 

aromas and a meander of flavours that would draw 

the absolute best out of great classic cocktails. 



Merlet

SoeursCerises

Soeurs Cerises is the revival of a great classic fruit 

liqueur, the Cherry Brandy. Several specific cherry 

varieties, including Morello, have been selected by the 

Merlet family for their wide range of aromas. It is a 

combination of two craft production methods. The fruits 

are macerated in neutral alcohol and the resulting 

infusion is married to a distilled cherry spirit. A touch of a 

young family cognac is then added to bring power and 

complexity.



Merlet

Trois Citrus

Trois Citrus is Merlet’s reinterpretation of the traditional triple sec orange

liqueur. The Merlet family worked with one of the greatest bartenders of the

world, Tony Conigliaro, to create a perfect cocktail product.

Its outstanding aromatic complexity, sugar and alcohol contents are the

major reasons why it is the perfect ingredient for cocktails as well as a base

for creations such as other white spirits.



Cognac & liqueur

Merlet C² range

C² Cassis

Blend of VSOP type Cognac 

with « Cassis de Saintonge » 

(blackcurrant) macerations from 

the Distillerie Merlet & Fils.

Cognac & fruits liqueurs, Merlet C² puts together the complexity of a cognac associated to the freshness and sweetness of fruits. 

Merlet specifically selected among its “eaux-de-vies” some Cognacs with different profiles to marry them with their natural artisanal 

fruits macerations.

C² Café

Marriage of cognac, 

coffee infusion & sugar. 

Round and pleasant 

cognacs have been 

blended and then 

married to our house 

made fresh roasted 

coffee bean infusions.

C² Citron

Blend of VSOP type Cognac

with lemon and limes peels 

macerations from the Distillerie Merlet 

& Fils.



Eau de Vigne recaptures the tradition of unaged eau-de-vie

known as « La Blanche ».

As fine distillers, Gilles Merlet and his two sons have blended

eaux-de-vie from the cellars of the family distillery, with distillates

from different regions of France, like Gascony, using specific

grape varietals, such as Ugni Blanc and Colombard, in order to

create the perfect blend: fruity and full of flavour.

Eau de Vigne can be enjoyed neat as a digestive, on ice or in

cocktails.

Merlet

Eau deVigne


